Working Bee February 25th 2017
By Terry Lane

A pleasant day for our first working bee for 2017,
it was not going to be too warm which was good
as some hard work was ahead. We were going
back up to Millbrook ruin to continue with aloe
removal that we first started many years ago in
2008.

As the area is on a slope and being across the
creek a little difficult to access, we had an idea
that if we covered them with plastic they would
eventually break down. We returned a few years
later to find that it was in fact a bad idea with
disastrous consequences. The harsh wind and
rain that blows along the valley took hold of the
plastic even though it was held down with rocks
and scattered the plants all over the slope even
down to the creek.
We decided then that the only way to get rid of it
was to remove it all together and so in February
last year the long process and hard work of filling
wool bags and taking them away started.
I arrived a little before 9am to find Scott already
waiting at the depot gates, soon after Doug,
Maelor and Claude arrived.
During the week rangers Rodolfo and Sharyn had
brought back on the 4WD a couple of loads of full
bags from last year and left them near the dump
master for us to empty.

We emptied them in no time at all and set off for
Millbrook.
Arriving at the homestead we found the safety
barrier net surrounding the old deep well that
had collapsed had been re-erected.

We quickly set off to work spreading out
removing the plants with mattocks and sturdy
rakes filling bags to be taken up to the track.

Dragging the heavy awkward bags up the slope is
far too difficult; we found that using the hand
trolley is the way to go.

Claude brings down the hand trolley that I had
brought along and with a bit of rope the load was
secured

Now that’s much easier.

None shall escape the wrath of Maelor Himbury,
even those beneath boxthorn and there is plenty
up here to be dealt with.

.

Before heading back to the depot for lunch we
walked further up the track to check out a tall
prickly pear that caught our eye.

The weather was warming up and we were
starting to feel it, so it was time for a break and
head up for a cup of tea.

A little more work after the break and we had
had enough feeling satisfied that we had filled
some sixteen or so bags.

No not this one

This one in fruit.

We headed back to the depot and fired up the
BBQ and settled back admiring Claude’s ingenuity
finding bits and pieces around the depot to adapt
the hand trolley to make it even easier to carry
bulky wool bags.

There is quite a bit of pear up here that we have
to get on to before they get as big as this one.

It was a very productive day and we estimated
around 90% of aloes have been taken out. I will
again contact rangers to remove this lot of bags
so that next month the job will be finished, we
can then come up just once a year to maintain
the ruin as before.
But it’s a job for another day.

However next month workday is on
the 25th March is going to be a little
different, there is a choice of
activities.
Apart from going back up to
Millbrook, Melbourne Water is
holding a Waterbug Census training
day at the Tessellated Pavement and
we are expecting a number of people
to attend.
We do this survey every spring and
autumn and its quite fascinating
looking through water samples
containing bug larvae to assess the
health of the creek.
Check out the details in Brimbanks
Little Leaflet.
Little Leaflet - March enviro events in
and around Brimbank

